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THE NUCLEAR LIQUID�GAS PHASE TRANSITIONIN THE LIGHT OF SYNERGETICS�B. Zwieglinskiffor the ALADIN Collaboration:aGesellshaft für Shwerionenforshung, 64291 Darmstadt, GermanybDipartimento di Fisia, Universita di Milano and I.N.F.N., 20133 Milano, ItalyDipartimento di Fisia dell'Universita and I.N.F.N., 95129 Catania, ItalydInstitut für Kernphysik, Universität Frankfurt, 60486 Frankfurt, GermanyeForshungszentrum Rossendorf, 1314 Dresden, GermanyfA. Soltan Institute for Nulear Studies, Ho»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, PolandgH. Niewodnizanski Institute of Nulear Physis, 31-342 Craow, PolandhNSCL, Mihigan State University, East Lansing, MI-48824, USA(Reeived Deember 17, 2001)The nulear liquid�gas phase transition is treated as the phenomenonof spontaneous symmetry breaking. A quasistationary state is formed atthe end of nuleon�nuleon asade in the residue, possessing the spherialsymmetry, same as the projetile and target had in their ground states.This symmetry is broken in the ourse of fragment formation stage, at theend of whih emerges a multi-luster on�guration. The nulear liquid�gas phase transition is thus insribed onto the list of ritial phenomenaonsidered by synergetis.PACS numbers: 25.70.Pq 1. IntrodutionThe ollision of two relativisti heavy ions at peripheral to semientralimpat parameters is a destrutive proess leading to the breakdown of theformer order (i.e. the shell-model struture of eah of the olliding partners),whih is followed by a self-organization of matter, resulting in the lusterstruture of the residues. This luster struture is further re�eted in thepattern of the deteted Intermediate Mass Fragments (IMFs) following theresidue breakup. The notion of self-organization was introdued into multi-fragmentation by Bondorf et al. in a seminal paper [1℄ without an expliitreferene to synergetis, where it plays the entral role.� Presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, Poland,September 2�9, 2001. (141)



142 B. ZwieglinskiSynergetis is a part of nonlinear siene dealing with self-organizationin non-equilibrium systems, haraterized by the appearane of dissipativestrutures through the ampli�ation of appropriate �utuations [2℄. Its �eldof investigation enompasses a wide range of problems from physis, hem-istry and biology whose solutions are nonlinear funtions of the variablesinvolved. In appliations to physis problems a starting point is identi�a-tion of the solution orresponding to equilibrium onditions, whih is alledthe thermodynami branh. When the system is driven away from equilib-rium, nonlinearities start to dominate, eventually ausing instability of thethermodynami branh at some ritial value of the external onstraints.It may then make a transition (bifuration) onto a di�erent solution alleddissipative branh. The new state that emerges following the bifurationoften has a spatial and/or a temporal order. An illustrative example forthe emergene of a dissipative struture is o�ered by a layer of �uid on-tained between two transparent parallel plates, whih is heated from be-low and viewed from the top [3℄. The system in question is desribed bythermo-hydrodynami equations. When the temperature di�erene betweenthe plates �T = T2 � T1 is small, heat is onduted by di�usion, whihis spatially homogeneous. However, when the temperature gradient is in-reased beyond a ritial value this mode beomes unstable, giving way to aonvetive mode visible by the appearane in the �uid of a regular patternof hexagonal Rayleigh�Bénard onvetion ells. The translational symme-try in the plane of the ell is broken as the result of this phase transition.Another example of ritial behavior is o�ered by a laser ell, ourring whenthe pumping light intensity exeeds the threshold for the lasing ation. Thelatter orresponds by its harateristis to a seond order equilibrium phasetransition in marosystems [4℄.The examples ited above refer to stationary nonequilibrium phase tran-sitions. Light fragment formation in the initial stages of heavy ion intera-tion bears qualitative similarity to the mehanism of pattern formation inthe �rst of the above two examples. However, the external direted heat�ux in the olliding nulear speies is a transient of a short duration. Thealori urve measured by the ALADIN Collaboration [5℄ indiates that thenulear liquid�gas phase transition is �rst order. In studies of �rst-orderphase transitions in lassial liquids [6℄ a system is rapidly quenhed froma one-phase, thermal equilibrium state to a one-phase, nonequilibrium stateinside its oexistene line. This quenhed system then gradually evolvesfrom this nonequilibrium state to an equilibrium thermodynami state whihonsists of the oexisting phases of a liquid and a gas. It does so by the tem-poral development of spaial �utuations whih take the initialy homoge-neous system through a sequene of inhomogeneous states whih are far from



The Nulear Liquid�Gas Phase Transition in the Light of Synergetis 143equilibrium. This dynamial evolution is highly nonlinear. It an be onsid-ered as a limiting ase, with vanishing external �uxes, of pattern formationsenarios illustrated with the above two examples.The aim of the present work is to present and disuss experimental ev-idene in favor of the ourrene of an analogous nonequilibrium transitionstate in the residue evolution. In Se. 2 we present a hronogram for a rel-ativisti heavy ion ollision leading to multi-fragmentation of the residues.A transition from the one-phase, nonequilibrium state of the nulear Fermiliquid to the equilibrium state of the interating nuleons and lusters o-urres in the fragment formation stage of the residue evolution. Se. 3 isdevoted to a disussion of the experimental evidene supporting this sugges-tion. In Se. 4 we address the omplementary points of view on dynamisof phase separation in the liquid�gas oexistene region of the nulear phasediagram. We quote the results of Boltzmann�Langevin alulations to pro-vide orientation as to di�erent quantities related to spinodal deomposition,in partiular on duration of the latter stage. In Se. 5 we onlude.2. Chronogram of the residue evolutionRelativisti heavy ion ollisions serve as a unique tool to study thermo-dynamial properties of �nite nulear systems in a wide range of exitationenergy, beginning below the multi-fragmentation threshold in peripheral ol-lisions and ending above the omplete disassembly lose to entral ones. Thesystems in question are residues (or spetators) of the projetile and target.We will onsider ollisions of a symmetri Ap + At(Ap = At � Ai) system,whih justi�es an assumption that, on average, the residues of the ollidingpartners evolve in the same way in time. One an roughly divide historyof the ollision, whih terminates with multi-fragmentation, into four stageswith the following tentative durations:(i) Contat or �reball stage (�t � 15�20 fm/, the time of free passage ofthe Lorentz-ontrated ollision partners).(ii) Pre-equilibrium emission (�eq � 40�75 fm/).(iii) Fragment formation (�Ff � 300 fm/; exitation energy dependent).(iv) Coulomb explosion (�Coul ' 50 fm/).The lengths of the last three stages add up to the total residue lifetime,�res = �eq+�Ff+�Coul. Two suh histories are depited as event hronogramsin Fig. 1. The initial and �nal instants for the stages (i)�(iv) are labeledwith the onseutive integers from 0 to 4 in Fig. 1(a).
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Fig. 1. Chronograms of two multi-fragmentation events are shown shematiallyfor di�erent ollision entralities. It is assumed that the equilibration time, �eq, isindependent of the initial exitation energies, Ex1, reahed at the di�erent impatparameters. The meaning of other symbols is explained in the text.The �reball ats as a soure of the initial exitation energy for theresidues. Violent nuleon�nuleon ollisions ourring in the overlap zonedisplae nuleons of the projetile (target) from the oupied states belowthe Fermi level into the �reball and onto the unoupied states above theFermi level. As a onsequene, the residue enters the onseutive stage (ii)with mass, A1, redued by, �A01, relative to the projetile A1 = Ai��A01,and exitation energy, Ex1, stored in multipartile�multihole exitations.Both �A01 and Ex1 are inreasing funtions of the overlap volume, whihinreases with the inreasing ollision entrality. After the residues haveseparated in spae from the �reball (instant 1) they relax independentlytowards equilibrium via an internal asade, mediated by nuleon�nuleonollisions. The residue is left in a state of (quasi)equilibrium as it entersstage (iii) (at the instant 2) with mass, A2 = A1 � �A12, and exitationenergy, Ex2. Pre-equilibrium nuleons are responsible for the removal ofmost of �A12 and the initial exitation energy, Ex1. However, a fration ofthese is arried away also by light harged omposites with Z � 2, whih are



The Nulear Liquid�Gas Phase Transition in the Light of Synergetis 145formed by a suessive oalesene of the asading nuleons. The residue'sinternal struture reorganizes during the time of fragment formation, �Ff ,from the initial single-enter multi-exiton state into the multi-enter freeze-out on�guration. Evaporation of nuleons, �-partiles and -rays proeedsthroughout this stage, so that at freeze-out (instant 3) its mass dereaseddown to, A3=A2��A23, and exitation energy down to, Ex3. The loss ofneutrons tends to lower their multi-fragmentation barriers, therefore, the in-dependently evolving systems explode (instant 4) on a short time sale, �Coul,treated as the stage (iv) in the above sheme. The time sale �Coul � 50 fm/,quoted above, was determined by the ISiS Collaboration in the IMF�IMFrelative veloity orrelation measurements [7℄. Masses and kineti energiesof the individually resolved produts of the residue disassembly are used toreonstrut hEx3i=hA3i, while double yield ratios of light partiles and/orIMFs serve to determine its temperature, T3, at freeze-out. A funtionaldependene of T3 on hEx3i=hA3i is the alori urve.In Fig. 2 we present the average residue mass hA3i, harge hZ3i andexitation energy per nuleon hEx3i=hA3i at freeze-out as funtions of theollision entrality for 197Au+197Au ollisions at 600 MeV/nuleon. The lat-ter exitation energies were used to onstrut the alori urve of Ref. [5℄.The range of exitation energies within whih the residue lifetime, �res,exeeds the equilibration time, �eq, the situation depited in Fig. 1(a),extends from the multi-fragmentation threshold at � 2 MeV/nuleon up to� 10 MeV/nuleon. This overs the liquid-gas oexistene region, orre-sponding to the plateau of the alori urve. In Fig. 1(b) the lifetime be-ame shorter than the equilibration time, beause exitation energies arereahed at whih the system is so diluted that the attrative inter-nuleonfores are no longer apable to bind it together long enough. This situ-ation starts to prevail above the vaporization threshold, indiated as theinitial point of the linear rise of the gas branh of the alori urve. Thisourres for the impat parameters orresponding to 20 � Zbound � 30. Theresidue in question is lose to a Mo nuleus, with the mean exitation energy� 12 MeV/nuleon. Taking into aount these remarks, it would be moreappropriate to assoiate with the stage (ii) a more general term, pre-breakupemission, whih does not presume termination of the residue evolution inthe state of (quasi)equilibrium.The term hronogram was introdued in the work of Durand et al. [8℄, inwhih the authors refer to time sales enountered in heavy ion ollisions inthe Fermi energy domain. It should be stressed, however, that in the latterollisions the deposition of initial exitation energy, Ex1, is less preiselyde�ned in time than in the relativisti domain, having as an unavoidableonsequene an exhange of nuleons (ross-talk) and exitation energy lossprior to a separation of the residues.
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Fig. 2. Average residue mass hA3i, harge hZ3i and exitation energy per nuleonhEx3i=hA3i as funtions of Zbound and for several gates on the largest observedharge Zmax.In Se. 3 we disuss features of experimental data whih provide evideneon the ourrene of a quasistationary fragment formation stage (iii) in theresidue evolution.



The Nulear Liquid�Gas Phase Transition in the Light of Synergetis 1473. Experimental evidene on the fragment formation stageIt is lear from the preeding setion that partiles with di�erent A,Zarry a di�erent message about the system evolution. For example, nule-ons and �-partiles are expeted to be emitted throughout the entire history,whereas IMFs only in the �nal stage (iv). We de�ne IMFs as fragments with3� Z �30, with the upper limit in Z imposed to eliminate from onsid-eration �ssion fragments. The emitted partiles have di�erent kinematialproperties in the laboratory system, depending on rapidity of the refereneframe and transverse momentum aquired in the interation, whih makes itneessary to resort for their detetion to di�erent tehniques. We will refer inthe foregoing mostly to the ALADIN Collaboration results for 197Au+197Auat 1 GeV/nuleon [9�11℄ with a short détour to -rays measured by theTAPS Collaboration at the end of Se. 3.1.Produts of multi-fragmentation in the stage (iv) are emitted isotropi-ally in the remnant frame with veloities de�ned by deay energy. Partilesfrom the projetile residue proeed in the laboratory within a narrow onein the forward diretion at these relativisti energies (kinematial fousing).The harged ones an, therefore, be deteted with a high e�ieny witha devie possessing a small entrane aperture, suh as the ALADIN mag-neti spetrometer [12℄. This method of detetion was used to study IMFs(see Se. 3.2) in the projetile fragmentation experiment S114 [9℄. However,ALADIN's threshold for partile identi�ation was at Z=2. Moreover, it hasintrinsially low e�ieny for the stage (i) and (ii) Z=1 partiles, beause oflarge transverse momenta playing role in these stages. The omplementaryinformation on light partiles, inluding hydrogen isotopes, was obtained inthe experiment S117 [10, 11℄, in whih partile spetra were measured fromthe target residue, slowly reoiling in the lab. In both experiments impatparameter involved in the ollision was determined using Zbound value ofthe fragmentation produts measured event-wise with the ALADIN forwardspetrometer. Zbound is de�ned as a sum, Zbound=�iZi, where the summa-tion goes over fragments with Zi �2 for the given event.3.1. Light partiles and -raysThe spetra of light harged partiles used to draw the onlusions pre-sented below were measured with the aid of a four-element high resolutiontelesope set at the polar angle �lab = 150Æ relative to the diretion of ini-dene of 1 GeV/nuleon 197Au beam from the SIS18 synhrotron at GSI [11℄.The spetra of neutrons were studied with the neutron detetor LAND [10℄.Fig. 3 is a summary of their main harateristis, whih are displayed as fun-tions of Zbound. Collision entrality is inversely orrelated with the Zboundvalue.
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Fig. 3. Summary of the main harateristis of light partile spetra measured at�lab=150Æ in 197Au+197Au ollisions at the projetile energy of 1 GeV/nuleon;(a) energy spetra of protons for di�erent Zbound bins and the results of two-omponent Maxwell�Boltzmann �ts (solid lines). The �tted low- (lo, dotted line)and high-temperature (hi, dashed line) omponents are indiated for the spe-trum labeled Zbound=70�80; (b), () temperatures extrated from the �ts to nu-leon spetra. (d) Relative ontributions of the high- (losed symbols) and low-temperature (open symbols) omponents to nuleon spetra; (e) Temperaturesresulting from the �ts to experimental spetra for light omposites as funtionsof Zbound.A salient feature of the nuleon spetra are two omponents with di�er-ent slopes, most pronouned in peripheral ollisions, orresponding to Zboundranges 70�80 and 60�70 in Fig. 3(a). Following this observation all spetrawere �tted with a sum of two Maxwell�Boltzmann distributions with dif-ferent slopes, typi�ed by the inverse-slope parameters, Thi;lo. An additionalparameter in the ase of harged produts was the Coulomb orretion, V,assumed equal for the two spetrum omponents. The low temperatureomponent, �lo, is marked with the dotted line, while the high temperatureone, �hi, with the dashed line for the spetrum labeled 70 � Zbound � 80.Solid lines represent their sum for this and the remaining Zbound bins inFig. 3(a). The Coulomb interation e�et is parametrized in suh a waythat the Maxwell�Boltzmann ross setions vanish below V. A similar pro-edure was followed with regard to neutron spetra taken with the neutronspetrometer LAND. Figs. 3(b) and 3() display the �tted temperatures,



The Nulear Liquid�Gas Phase Transition in the Light of Synergetis 149Thi and Tlo, respetively, for nuleons in the entire impat parameter range.A summary of the relative integrated yields, Yhi;lo/Yhi+lo, as funtions ofZbound, is displayed in Fig. 3(d).The slope parameters Tlo, presented in Fig. 3(), are of the order of a fewMeV, suh as typial evaporative values. This indiates that the omponents�lo(Ep;n) are emitted in the stage (iii) from a hot quasistationary targetremnant. The observed di�erene between Tlo's for protons and neutronswe asribe to Coulomb e�ets. On the other hand, we tend to assoiate theomponents �hi(Ep;n) with emissions within the pre-equilibrium stage (iii).A similar two-omponent struture of the measured �-spetra [11℄ (notshown) with the low temperatures Tlo � 4�5MeV is a further evidene forthe ourrene of the quasistationary, evaporative stage (iii) in the residueevolution.The relative ontribution of the low-temperature omponent Ylo=Yhi+lo(Fig. 3(d), open symbols) dereases rapidly with dereasing Zbound, to be-ome hardly disernible in the experimental spetra with Zbound � 30. Theaverage mass number hA3i of a residue with whih one deals for Zbound � 10is about 40 and the average exitation energy per nuleon thereinhEx3i=hA3i � 24MeV/nuleon [11, 17℄. The magnitude of the �tted ratioYlo=Yhi+lo at these low Zbound values, where the signature of evaporativeevents gradually disappears (see Fig. 3(a)), ritially depends on the as-sumed shape of �hi(Ep) at low Ep. We have performed BUU alulationsusing the program BUU255 of Danielewiz [13℄, whih desribes the initialstages (i) and (ii) of the projetile-target interation, in order to obtaina realisti estimate of this shape at low nuleon energies. Fig. 4 presentsthe proton spetrum (losed dots) alulated in the impat parameter rangeorresponding to Zbound � 10. The Coulomb hole at low proton energiesin the BUU spetrum (Fig. 4, solid line) is shallower than that displayedby the Maxwell�Boltzmann formula for �hi(Ep) with the barrier heightV � 4 MeV assumed for all Zbound bins in Fig. 3(a) and plotted as thedashed line for 70 � Zbound � 80. The estimate given by BUU thusleaves less room for �lo(Ep) at low Eps, indiating that the open squaresin the range of Zbound � 20 in Fig. 3(d) are rather upper bounds for therelative ontribution of this omponent. A disappearane of the evapora-tive omponent from the proton spetra may indiate, therefore, that theresidue lifetime beomes too short to reah thermalization after exeedingby its exitation energy some limiting value. This limiting value is in fatthe vaporization threshold in the residue. The multi-fragmentation bar-rier disappears above this threshold, as we have already stressed in Se. 2.In summary, the Zbound dependene of relative yields of the soft omponentof nuleon spetra, manifested in Fig. 3(d), serves as a basis for our hypoth-esis of exitation energy dependent time of fragment formation, �Ff . This isshematially expressed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
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Fig. 4. Energy spetrum of protons emitted in near entral ollisions into�lab = 150Æ as predited by BUU255 (�lled irles). Dotted line (hi2p) indiates theomponent emitted diretly from the �reball [stage (i)℄, while the dashed line (hi1p) thepre-equilibrium one [stage (ii)℄. Solid line is the sum of these two ontributions.
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Fig. 5. Hard photon spetrummeasured in the NN enter-of-mass for multi-fragmentationollisions of the system 36Ar+197Au at 60 MeV/nuleon [16℄. The spetrum has been�tted with a sum of two exponential distributions, a diret (solid line) and a thermal one(dash-and-dot line).



The Nulear Liquid�Gas Phase Transition in the Light of Synergetis 151The presene of fast and slow stages of the residue evolution has beenestablished nearly simultaneously by the EOS [14℄ and the ALADIN [15℄Collaborations based on the features observed in proton spetra. Reently,this onlusion has been on�rmed in a study of hard -rays emitted in36Ar+197Au ollisions at 60 MeV/nuleon [16℄ with the eletromagnetispetrometer TAPS. The measured -ray spetra were tagged with lightharged partiles and IMFs deteted with the aid of two multi-detetorarrays. Fig. 5 displays the spetrum measured in events haraterized asmulti-fragmentation by the assoiated partile yields. The spetrum isa superposition of two exponential ontributions with the slope parame-ters Ed = 20:2�1.3MeV and Et = 6:0�0.8 MeV, whose origin was uniquelyassigned to the pre-equilibrium and the thermal emission, respetively. Thelatter slope is remarkably lose to our equilibrium proton temperatures, Tlo,for mid-entral ollisions (Zbound � 30� 50) in Fig. 3(). It is gratifying tonote that our onlusions are supported by the perturbative probes.In the next subsetion we examine the evidene provided by IMFs emit-ted in projetile fragmentation.3.2. Intermediate mass fragments (IMFs)Fig. 6 presents rapidity spetra for fragments with Z = 2 � 5 emittedin 197Au+197Au ollisions at 1 GeV/nuleon, measured with the ALADINforward spetrometer. The downward shift of the solid line relative to thedashed one indiates that projetile residues emerge from the �reball stage(i) with redued rapidity due to nuleon abrasion and sattering su�ered inthe ourse of this stage. One notes di�erenes between shapes of the spetrawith Z � 4 and Z � 5. A peak, lose to the perfet Gaussian, enteredon the solid line, is a notable feature of the spetrum for Z = 5 and thosefor the higher Z values (not shown) [9℄. The spetra with Z � 4 revealalso tails extending towards lower rapidities. Their relative ontribution isprogressively inreasing with dereasing Z. Inspetion of the same spetrain the transverse momentum (pT)-rapidity plane demonstrates that the tailsextend further away in pT from the y-axis than the Gaussian part. One mayonlude, therefore, that IMFs ontributing to the bakground underlyingthe peaks are of dynamial origin and are produed in the pre-equilibriumstage (ii). On the other hand, those onstituting the peaks are emittedfrom the equilibrated remnants in the stage (iv). The dynamial proessin question, engaged in the stage (ii), is most probably oalesene of theonseutive nuleons. Besides the above mentioned smooth Z-dependeneone notes also the tendeny of inreasing tail ontribution with the inreasingbombarding energy (see [9℄).
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Fig. 6. Rapidity spetra of fragments with Z = 2� 5 measured with the ALADINtime-of-�ight wall in 197Au+197Au ollisions at 1 GeV/nuleon. The vertial solidline indiates the position of peak entroids, the dashed one marks the projetilerapidity.The perfet Gaussian shape of the rapidity distributions for IMFs withZ � 5 gives a omplementary evidene, that the system freeze-out is pre-eded by the fragment formation stage (iii), whih e�etively isolates it fromthe preeding stages of turbulent evolution.4. Pattern formation in the nulear liquid�gas phase transitionAt the end of the seond stage (ii) the residue appears quenhed be-low the liquid�gas oexistene line into the metastable binodal or unstablespinodal region of the nulear phase diagram. At this instant the systemis still homogeneous and preserves the original single-enter spherial sym-metry, the projetile and target have had in their ground states. This isbeause only the single-partile degrees of freedom were engaged in thenuleon�nuleon asade. This symmetry will be broken in the ourse ofthe onseutive evolution of the system towards the true equilibrium, whihorresponds to separated phases of liquid and gas.From the metastable region the phase transition proeeds by nuleation,while from the unstable one by spinodal deomposition [6℄. Both thesemodes are triggered by density �utuations, whih form small droplets of



The Nulear Liquid�Gas Phase Transition in the Light of Synergetis 153a new phase. In the metastable region the energetially unfavorable proessof reation of a surfae of new phase has the result that when a droplet isbelow a ertain threshold size (ritial droplet) it is unstable and disappearsagain. Nuleation onsists in prodution of superritial droplets by �utua-tions, whih then spontaneously grow to generate the new phase. When thedroplets are produed in small numbers, the reations between lusters andsingle vapor nuleons provide the mehanism for growth of lusters. Therates for formation from the supersaturated phase to the droplet phase isgoverned by �potential barriers� in the Gibbs free energy per partile. Thedroplet model of Fisher, onsidered by Moretto and ollaborators [18℄, haselements in ommon with this senario.On the other hand, even in�nitesimal density �utuations are su�ientto initiate deomposition in the mehanially unstable spinodal region, pro-vided they exeed a ritial wavelength � [6℄. For in�nite nulear matterthe most unstable wavelength is near � �10 fm. A study of spinodal insta-bilities in �nite nulei along this line has been initiated by Randrup et al.[19℄ and later advaned in a series of papers by the GANIL theory group(see e.g. [20℄) within the Boltzmann�Langevin approah. The Langevin termin the Boltzmann equation aounts for the �utuating part of the ollisionintegral. We will quote the results they obtained for the system of A=210nuleons at half normal density and at temperature T=3 MeV [20℄, whihwill provide orientation as to di�erent quantities related to spinodal deom-position in nulei, in partiular on �Ff . For this �nite system instabilitiesare deomposed into eigen-modes with de�nite angular momenta. The mostunstable L-values appear to be around L=5, orresponding to a surfae waveharaterized by a distane between adjaent maxima � � 2�R=L � 10 fm.The initial growth of instabilities appears to be exponential with a harater-isti growth time � � 35 fm/. The fragments are formed in approximately100 fm/ after the system has been initialized in the spinodal region, whihorresponds to 2�3� . The dominane of L=5�6 leads to the formation of 5to 6 almost equally sized fragments. The Z-values of the largest three, whenplotted as events on a Dalitz diagram, populate mostly its entral part. Thispattern is qualitatively similar to the one observed by the ALADIN Collabo-ration in the early multi-fragmentation studies of the system 197Au+197Au at600 MeV/nuleon [21℄. For this reason, this model and its anestor, dubbedBrownian One Body (BOB) dynamis [20℄, whih predits somewhat longer�Ff � 150 fm/, deserve a more detailed quantitative onfrontation withdata obtained in peripheral to semientral relativisti heavy ion ollisions.Moreover, its point of view on the system dynamial evolution as a on-tinual branhing under the in�uene of the �utuating ollision integral,is ompletely in the spirit of synergetis.



154 B. ZwieglinskiWe do not possess similar time sale estimates for nuleation from themetastable region of the phase diagram. For lassial liquids very long timesales are predited and observed [6℄ in viinity of the ritial temperature(ritial slowing-down). Away from the ritial temperature it is fair to ex-pet similar time sales in nuleation and spinodal deomposition. In theextreme peripheral ollisions residues are left below the multi-fragmentationthreshold of � 2 MeV/nuleon in the domain of thermodynami branhes. Inthis domain evaporative proesses follow the initial pre-equilibrium asade.The �rst dynamial instability enountered at somewhat higher exitationsis that of �ssion. A ounterpart of the above �Ff is the �ssion transienttime, �D. The emission of pre-sission neutrons, harged partiles and dipole-rays in di�erent �ssioning systems has been asribed to �nite �D � 10�19se. Reent estimates based on the analysis of �ssion probabilities of neigh-boring isotopes in the mass region A �185 led to �D � 10�20 se [23℄.5. ConlusionsWe have onsidered multi-fragmentation in peripheral to semientral197Au+197Au ollisions at 1 GeV/nuleon as an evolutionary proess on-sisting of the four stages. The IMFs with Z � 5 do not arry ��nger-prints� of the �rst two violent interation stages. On the other hand, one�nds manifestations of nuleon�nuleon interation e�ets for Z � 5, pro-gressively inreasing with the dereasing partile Z-value. We tend to as-ribe this fration of the emitted light-omposites d; 3He, t and IMFs with2 � Z � 5 to a suessive oalesene of a nuleon in the seond internalasade stage of the residue evolution. These ontributions are easily dis-ernible in the experimental spetra by their distint momentum transferdependene. However, the internal asade stage lasts too short to ausemultifragmentation. It omes to an end with the formation of a low-densityquasistationary state posessing spherial symmetry. The soft omponents ofnuleon, �-partile and -ray spetra are unambiguous signals that the sys-tem lives in a metastable state. Its lifetime is long enough, so that dynamialinstabilities (presumably of the spinodal origin) develop, ausing formationof lusters. The sudden loss of spherial symmetry and the missing binding,ontributed by the last evaporated partile, provoke Coulomb explosion ofthe residue.The role of interation energy apable to bind the system long enoughto allow the liquid�gas phase transition terminate is emphasized in thismultifragmentation senario. This ondition is ful�lled for those ombi-nations of residue masses, A3, and their exitation energies, Ex3, whihare enountered in the liquid�gas oexistene region of the alori urve,
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